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1. Introduction

In recent years, the demand for electrical energy storage solutions
has risen, being pushed, for instance, by global environmental
issues.[1,2] Devices for this purpose need to provide both high
energy yield and high output power, guaranteeing at the same time
safety, low costs, and long life.[3,4]

Furthermore, aiming for more sustain-
able energy storage systems research needs
to shift from using nonrenewable resour-
ces to more earth-abundant materials.
Here, organic electrodes, showing low
life-cycle costs and lower waste production,
seem to be possible and promising candi-
dates. Nevertheless, low electrical conduc-
tivity and dissolution in the electrolyte
are still problems being faced by organic
electrodes.[4,5]

Porphyrin CuDEPP [5,15-bis(ethynyl)-
10,20-diphenylporphinato] copper(II) is a
metalloporphyrin having multielectron
redox activities and is a promising organic
electrode material for various battery
technologies, featuring the ability of acting
as an electron donor or acceptor.[6–10]

In contrast to the slow discharge/charge
processes in traditional lithium-ion batter-
ies, the CuDEPP electrode features a fast
redox conversion in which up to four
electrons are transferred.[9] CuDEPP
combines the positive properties of

lithium-ion batteries (high energy density[9]) with those of a
supercapacitor (quick electron release and absorption).[11]

Interestingly, natural substances such as chlorophyll, heme
(in hemoglobin), and cobalamin (vitamin B12) show a similar
structure.[11–13]

The multifunctional electrode material CuDEPP—its func-
tionality has already been demonstrated experimentally—opens
up new ways for the design of organic electrode materials due to
its excellent properties.[6,9,11–13] However, up to now there is no
atomistic information as to why CuDEPP expresses these
qualities or how the incorporation of lithium affects its
structure and stability. To answer these questions, in the current
work we have investigated CuDEPP using density functional
theory (DFT). We studied the behavior of an extended set of
possible structural organizations and conformations of the
CuDEPP molecular arrangement with an increasing level of
dimensionality. Starting with single molecular units and dimers
(0D), the complexity was increased by considering chains
(1D, staircase shape), sheets (2D, extended staircase shape),
and even bulk structures (3D, layered staircase shape). After
determining the structural network, the impact of charge storage
and release was considered by studying the energetics of ion
insertion/intercalation. Finally, the pronounced role of the
central Cu atom in the CuDEPP structures is elucidated with
respect to the energetics and the calculated voltage curves for
lithium intercalation.
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Devices for electrical energy storage need to provide high energy yields and
output power, guaranteeing at the same time safety, low costs, and long
operation times. The porphyrin CuDEPP [5,15-bis(ethynyl)-10,20-diphenylpor-
phinato] copper(II) is a promising electrode material for various battery systems
both as anode and cathode. While its functionality has been demonstrated
experimentally, there is no atomistic information as to why CuDEPP expresses
these interesting properties or how the incorporation of ions affects its structure
so far. To answer these questions, CuDEPP is investigated using density func-
tional theory (DFT). Starting with the smallest possible unit (i.e., a single mol-
ecule), the spatial dimensionality of the structure is successively increased by
studying: 1) di- and trimers, 2) molecular stacking in a 1D chain, 3) extending
these chains to planar CuDEPP sheets, and finally 4) a three-dimensionally
extended polymer structure. Having thoroughly investigated the isolated prop-
erties of the CuDEPP material itself, afterward the insertion (or intercalation) of
different ions (including Li, Mg, and Na) is studied, to understand the energetics,
diffusion barriers, and structural changes (e.g., volume expansion) within the
CuDEPP host material.
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2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Single CuDEPP Molecule

The energetically most stable structure of a single CuDEPP mole-
cule is shown in Figure 1. The bond length of the ethynyl group is
1.22 Å (between C25 and C24 carbons, or respectively C27 and
C26) and thus corresponds to a triple bond. The energetically
preferred angle between the phenyl ring and the plane spanned
by the four nitrogen atoms is 109.6� on the exchange correlation
functional by Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) level, whereas the
PBE0 hybrid functional leads to a slightly smaller angle of 108.8�.
The rotational barrier is below 0.1 eV for angular distortions
of �20� (see Supporting Information). These results (obtained
with the molecular DFT-program Jaguar) were then compared
with a periodic plane-wave treatment (based on Vienna Ab initio
Simulation Package [VASP]), as all further systems were studied
with the latter one due to their periodic nature. Both DFT treat-
ments showed very similar behaviors for structural and energetic
features of the single CuDEPPmolecule. Both the periodic and the
cluster calculations optimized the electronic structure to a doublet
state. All measured bond lengths are showing only minor devia-
tions of a maximum of 0.1 Å between the two DFT approaches.
Selected bond lengths can be found in Table 1. The charge distri-
bution shows the same trends for both the cluster and the plane-
wave code. While (as expected) the exact charge distributions do
not match due to differences in the two techniques, the general
charge donation/acception trends coincide. In fact Cu turns
out to be partially positively charged by 0.5 e� and the nitrogen
atoms are partially negatively charged (–0.1 e�). Moreover, the

carbon atoms in the porphyrin ring carry equal charges (–0.05
to –0.2 e�), suggesting a delocalization of the electrons. The bonds
C26─C27 and C24─C25 show a higher charge agglomeration, fit-
ting well the hypothesis of a triple bond at this position. All charge
distributions can be found in the Supporting Information.

2.2. Stacked CuDEPP Structures

The crystal structure of CuDEPP has previously been determined
by powder X-ray diffraction, suggesting a stacking of the
molecules (similar to a molecular staircase),[14] as being indicated
in Figure 2. While the steric demand of the phenyl groups is
limiting the number of configurations to only a few possible
(and feasible) arrangements, the stabilization of the ethynyl
group is playing a dominant role. Due to the periodic nature
of this molecular staircase, all the forthcoming calculations were
performed with the VASP program suite (for details, see above).
Our studies reveal that Cu is interacting with the ethynyl group of
the molecules above and below, as shown in Figure 2. Modifying
the intermolecular distance dz step-wise, an optimal distance
in the range between 3.1 and 3.3 Å was found, being in good
agreement with the corresponding XRD data (dexp¼ 3.24 Å).
In this distance range around the minimum (3.1–3.3 Å), the
interaction energy varies by only maximum 0.01 eV, being indic-
ative of weak interactions between the staircase-like arranged
CuDEPP molecules, which we calculated to be –0.4 eV per
molecule. It should be emphasized that in this arrangement
the ethynyl groups bend from the plane toward the Cu. Here, the
height difference in z-direction is 1.2 Å between H1 and H10, as
can be seen in Figure 2.

To estimate the steric deformation caused by the stacking, in a
corresponding calculation we removed the molecules above and
below the central CuDEPP molecule and (while keeping the
structure of the central molecule fixed) recalculated the stability
of the molecule in this curved shape. Here, we find that the
morphological distortion caused by the neighboring molecules
changes the energy negligibly by <0.001 eV. As a consequence

Figure 1. Energetically preferred CuDEPP structure.

Table 1. Comparison of selected bond lengths. All values are given in Å.

Bond VASP (PBE) Jaguar (PBE, PBE0)

C18─C20 1.37 1.36

C18─C16 1.45 1.44

N1─Cu1 2.03 2.02
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the stacked CuDEPP structure.
Note the different hatching orientations for the inside and outside parts.
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of the weak molecular interactions, no changes in the bond
lengths between the 0D (sole CuDEPP molecule) and the 1D
staircase structure could be observed. However, the preferred
angle between the nitrogen plane and the phenyl groups changes
from 109.6� to 94.8�, as shown in Figure 2.

2.3. Extended Staircase CuDEPP Structures

While in the previous section we have studied the 1D staircase-
shaped CuDEPP structures units along the z-axis, we now con-
centrate on 2D-extended structures resulting from molecular
arrangements along the y–z plane. A table summarizing the
corresponding energies and distances can be found in the
Supporting Information.

In the most stable extended staircase configuration (see
Figure 3), the molecules are shifted in the plane to each other.
Therefore, hereafter this configuration is called shifted extended
staircase. In this structure the interaction energy between the
molecules is –1.1 eV (around –0.5 eV per phenyl group pair).
As shown in Figure 3a, the phenyl groups are overlapping along
the x- and z-directions of the periodic repetitions. The optimal
intermolecular distance (layering distance) dz remains at 3.2 Å.

In this extended staircase, there is no interaction in the
x-direction. The optimization of this third spatial direction
(axis along H1 and H10) leads to a quite different structure.

From a bonding point of view, polymerization takes place
via the ethynyl group, and the formation of a covalent sigma
bond between the molecules (and two double bonds) occurs.
The sigma bond is formed between C25 and C26 in the periodi-
cally continued (x-direction) CuDEPP structure. The polymeriza-
tion of CuDEPP has been proven experimentally by analyzing the
characteristic ethynyl stretching vibrational modes.[9]

Layering of the extended staircase (leading to a bulk structure)
without forming a covalent bond (H1 and H10 0 are close) causes
minor changes in the energetics.

2.4. Polymeric CuDEPP Structures

As it was done for the noncovalently bound molecules, we have
investigated the possible periodic arrangement of the covalently
bound polymeric CuDEPP structure. Here, the structure shown

in Figure 4 is particularly interesting. We call this structure sheet
polymer (stacking of the covalent bonded molecules, no interac-
tion between these sheets). If one considers the nitrogens of each
CuDEPP molecule as a plane, the planes of the unit lying above
and below are tilted. The phenyl groups are rotated in an alter-
nating fashion and exhibit a sharp angle to each other. Ab initio
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations containing one or more Li
reveal that the ethynyl groups close up around these Li atoms.
The height difference between H1 and H10 increases to a dis-
tance of up to 4 Å. This suggests the polymerization being a con-
sequence of this rearrangement. Nevertheless, further studies on
the exact polymerization process would be required.

Solely based on DFT, our extensive search for possible
arrangements of a 3D-ordered structure was not successful.
Either there are structures with attractive interactions along

Figure 3. Representation of the extended staircase shaped CuDEPP structure in two different views. Atoms belonging to the central unit cell are shown in
a van der Waals representation: a) view direction x–z; b) view direction y–z.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the periodically continued cova-
lently bound sheet polymer structure. Van der Waals representation of
the atoms belonging to the central unit cell.
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the y- and z-directions (see single molecules) or along the
z- and x-directions, but never along all three directions.
Therefore, we performed ReaxFF reactive force field simulations
that allowed investigations of larger systems as well as more
extensive explorations of the configurational space.[15,16] Based
on these screening studies we found that a twisted arrangement
of the molecules is likely to have the overall lowest energy
(see Supporting Information). Interestingly, in this type of
arrangement the phenyl groups are able to interact again.

Regarding the electronic structure we find that the gap
between the highest-occupied-molecular-orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest-unoccupied-molecular-orbital (LUMO) is reduced due
to polymerization.[6] For instance, the bandgap for the molecular
staircase CuDEPP arrangement is 1.3 eV, whereas for the
extended staircase and the bulk arrangement the bandgap
decreases to 1.0 eV. For the sheet polymeric (covalent bond) sys-
tem shown in Figure 4, the bandgap becomes 0.4 eV. Of course,
it is well known that bandgaps evaluated on the DFT level are
usually underestimated, that is why the exact values should be
taken with caution. However, the behavior shows the general
trend that the bandgap reduces with increasing dimensionality.
As a consequence, we expect an enhanced electron transfer for
more complex structures and therefore an increased electronic
conductivity with increasing dimensionality. This behavior was
already observed by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.[6]

2.5. Insertion Processes of Li

In battery materials/electrodes, charging and discharging
processes involve the insertion of ions inside a structure.
Therefore, we investigated the incorporation of Li into the
extended staircase, the bulk and the sheet polymeric CuDEPP
structures. At first, one Li was placed at five different positions
(e.g., top (pos. 1), bridge inside/outside (pos. 2, 3), N–N inside/
outside (pos. 4, 5)) as shown in Figure 5. The difference between

inside and outside is shown in Figure 2 and 5. Table 2 shows the
intercalation energies and optimal dz for lithium at the different
respective positions. A single lithium atom energetically prefers
the bridge outside position (pos. 3). Apart from the top position
(pos. 1), the energy at all other positions is within a difference of
only 0.2 eV. The energetically preferred distance dz changes only
slightly (under 0.1 Å), at least in the cases of the positions pos. 2,
pos. 3, and pos. 5. Filling only the top position (pos. 1) would lead
to a volume increase of around 16%. To provide a first estimate of
the diffusion barriers, we then performed a series of ab initio
MDs simulations at 300 K. Positions pos. 2 to pos. 5 were taken
as the starting point for the ab initio MDs simulations and a bar-
rier was then estimated from the energy course of all MDs. Given
the fact that the intercalation energy is rather similar at all con-
sidered sites, during the MD simulations, we indeed could
observe migration of the Li atoms along all considered sites.
From these studies we estimated the energy barrier for diffusion
to be around 0.5 eV. Of course, more detailed transition state
search studies are necessary to obtain the exact diffusion bar-
riers, but this was out of the scope of the current work.

Afterward, we successively increased the number of interca-
lated Li up to six atoms per CuDEPP molecule. The resulting
voltage curves for increasing numbers of Li in the three different
structures are shown in Figure 6. The reference for the voltage
curve is bulk Li.

Figure 5. Five positions of the intercalated ions (numbered and named
pos. 1 to pos. 5 near the center of the structure). Energies and distances
dz can be found in Table 4. Distances at the axes are in Å. See Figure 2 for
additional inside and outside definition (different hatching direction).

Table 2. Intercalation energies and optimal distances dz for lithium.

Position ELi [eV] dz [Å]

Top (1) �2.54 3.7

Bridge inside (2) �2.98 3.1

Bridge outside (3) �3.04 3.2

N–N inside (4) �2.82 3.4

N–N outside (5) �2.97 3.1

Figure 6. Voltage for the step-by-step intercalation of Li into the config-
urations: shifted extended staircase, the 3D bulk, and the sheet polymeric
CuDEPP structure.
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One can see that the behavior for the extended staircase and
for the bulk structures is rather similar: starting at around 1.5 V
the average voltage decreases with every added Li. In the case of
the polymer, the decrease has a lower slope. Overall, the voltage
of the sheet polymer is smaller. In summary, Figure 6 shows that
lithium is bound weaker in the polymer structure than in the
noncovalently bound ones. These results characterize our three
different structures. However, they do not give any indication of
mechanisms nor do six Li per CuDEPP correspond to a full load.

This can be seen in particular in the energy density, as shown
in Table S10, Supporting Information. Table S10, Supporting
Information, contains the theoretical energy densities for the
storage of one to six lithium per CuDeppmolecule for the respec-
tive structures dictated here. The maximum theoretical energy
density resulting from this table is still 50Wh kg�1 lower than
the energy density Gao et al. presented.[9]

Structurally, there is a difference between noncovalent and
covalent molecules: Li displaces (0.1–0.2 Å displacement of the
Cu) the Cu atom in the center of extended staircase and for
the bulk structures, with the ethynylene group of the underlying
CuDEPP layer carrying the now-exposed Cu center. In the sheet
polymer, this Cu pushing out is not observed.

Atom-projected density of states (DoS) for the increasing Li
content can be found in the Supporting Information. As stated
before, the empty system is in a doublet state. Incorporation of Li
changes the overall state to a singlet and causes a rising Fermi
level (see Supporting Information). From one to four incorpo-
rated Li one can see changes in the p-band of the carbon atoms.
Five and six Li affect the d-band of the central Cu (DoS shifted
slightly to lower energies). These results can also be expected
from the charge distribution. To better understand the incorpo-
ration of Li into the CuDEPP structure as well as the induced
electronic effects, we afterward analyzed the charge density dis-
tribution before and after incorporation (see Supporting
Information). Figure 7 shows the charge density of the extended
staircase CuDEPP structure. As can be seen, charge is trans-
ferred from the conjugated ring to the Li atoms. Mulliken analy-
sis shows a þ0.2 e� net charge on all Li (top two in the figure).
The Li in the N–N inside (pos. 4) has a net charge of þ0.1 e�.

So far, the obtained results are in very good agreement with
the experimental data: First, with an increasing degree of
polymerization, the electronic conductivity increases. Second,
the voltage for Li insertion decreases when moving from a single
CuDEPP molecule to the full polymer. Furthermore, the func-
tion of Cu as the central atom becomes clear. This structural rear-
rangement by pushing the Cu out of its position seems to
stabilize the incorporation of Li, at least in the noncovalently
bounded structures. Nevertheless, further studies of the detailed
incorporation need to be performed.

2.6. Insertion Processes of Alternative Ions

To explore the potential of this material, apart from Li, relevant
alternative ions (i.e., cations: Naþ, Mg2þ; anions: PF6

�, BF4
�,

ClO4
�) were placed between the molecules. For sodium inser-

tion, the N–N outer position was found to be the most stable one,
whereas the N–N inside position is nearly degenerate. The other
possible intercalation spots are less favorable by 0.5–0.8 eV.
The insertion energy of Mg is at least 0.8 eV lower compared with
Li and it is remarkable that Mg replaces Cu as the central atom
(see Figure 8).

The formation energy in Table 3 confirms this observation
because magnesium forms a strong bond with the nitrogen ring.

Figure 7. Charge density distribution along the central molecular plane of
CuDEPP after insertion of three Li atoms (marked in red). These Li are
sitting above the cutting plane. Near the Li one can see a lower charge
density in the CuDEPP plane.

Figure 8. Structure of Mg (shown here in pink) intercalation in CuDEPP,
showing the displacement of Cu (in orange) as the central atom.

Table 3. Comparison of selected bond lengths. All values are given in Å.

System Eint [eV] Spring constant

CuDEPP �8.32 2.72

MgDEPP �9.27 1.74
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Based on our data, MgDEPP (Mg as central atom) should be an
ideal alternative candidate for Cu replacement.

Furthermore, the optimal layer spacing of sodium is not much
larger (approximately 0.1 Å) than in the Li–CuDEPP system.
The preferred positions are the same for Li and Na. As shown
in Table 4, sodium is more strongly bound between the layers.
With Na bulk as reference, the intercalation energy of one
sodium is �1.69 eV and thus higher than the intercalation
energy of Li (�1.49 eV with bulk Li as reference). This system
would result in a slight voltage increase compared with the
Li–CuDEPP system.

In the following, the insertion of multiple ions has been
investigated and the corresponding results are shown in Table 5.
The intercalation of the anions PF6, BF4, and ClO4 revealed
considerably larger CuDEPP–CuDEPP distances, which is attrib-
utable to their sizes. In particular, PF6 is remarkable as it leads to
an increased distance between the CuDEPP layers of 7.1 Å.
An insertion of these larger anions is thus associated with an
increase in volume of up to 50%.

3. Conclusions

In this study, atomistic simulations of CuDEPP allowed us not
just to shed light on the unique properties of this material but

also to elucidate the effect of ionic intercalation. Starting with the
smallest possible unit (i.e., a single molecule), we successively
increased the spatial dimensionality of the structure. We have
shown a structure where the interactions of the molecules are
most stable from an energetic point of view. The overlapping
of the phenyl groups and the interaction of the ethylene group
and the Cu central atom contribute mainly to the stabilization.
The 3D extended polymer structure is energetically favored,
which matches the experimental observations. After having
thoroughly investigated the properties of the isolated CuDEPP,
the insertion (or intercalation) of different ions (including Li,
Mg, and Na) has been studied to understand the energetics, dif-
fusion barriers, and structural changes (e.g., volume expansion)
within the CuDEPP host material. Based on the optimal ion inter-
calation structure, discharge voltage curves have been calculated.
The thus-obtained cell voltages can be directly compared with
experimental measurements. Magnesium can be pointed out as
possible candidate for an alternative central atom (instead of
Cu). This MgDEPP structure together with sodium as intercala-
tion ion could indeed be a promising candidate for a post lithium
battery system.

4. Experimental Section
Periodic DFT calculations were performed using the VASP [17,18] with a

cutoff energy of 400 eV. Structures were optimized geometrically up to a
convergence criterion of 0.0001 eV and all forces below 0.001 eV Å�1. The
exchange correlation was calculated using the PBE functional of Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof within the generalized–gradient–approximation
(GGA).[19,20] A converged k-point sampling with a density of 0.18 Å�1

was used. Dispersion interactions were treated on the DFT-D3 level.[21,22]

For sake of consistency, the bulk lithium and sodium calculations were
also performed with the D3 correction. It is always indicated where bulk
reference was used. For all other cases, one atom or molecule was used in
a sufficiently large simulation box. Cell voltages were calculated applying
the scheme suggested by Cococcioni et al.[23–26] The average voltage 〈V〉 is
calculated as

hVi ¼ �GðLiΔxCuDEPPÞ � GðLi0CuDEPPÞ � ΔxGðLiÞ
e · Δx

(1)

where G is the Gibbs free energy. Neglecting pressure and entropy con-
tributions, which are small or mainly cancel out, the Gibbs free energy can
be replaced with the ground state energies.

Equation (1) implies the following insertion reaction

Δx Liþ CuDEPP⇔ LiΔxCuDEPP (2)

Partial (k-point decomposed) charge density distributions were evaluated
utilizing VASP and visualized in visual MDs;[27] Bader,[28] Mulliken,[29] and
Löwdin[30] charge analyses were performed for partial atomic charge evalua-
tions. The latter two were performed within the LOBSTER framework.[31,32]

While periodic systems were treated as described earlier, molecular sys-
tems were additionally studied using the Jaguar program suite.[33] These
calculations were performed at the PBE/LACV3Pþþ as well as PBE0/
LACV3Pþþ level. For atomic partial charges, Mulliken[29] and Löwdin[30]

population analyses were performed.
Ab initio MDs (as implemented in VASP[17,18]) were typically run for

4 ps within the microcanonical ensemble by solving the classical equation
of motions with the help of the Verlet algorithm and a time step of 0.5 fs.

For the more extended systems, reactive force field simulations were
performed using ReaxFF.[15,34] Here, after extensive tests the reactive force
field[15] of Xiao Hu, Jörg Schuster, and Stefan E. Schulz was applied to

Table 4. Intercalation energies and optimal distances dz for sodium and
magnesium.

Position ENa [eV] dNa [Å] EMg [eV] dMg [Å]

Top (1) �2.31 3.6 �3.9 3.5

Bridge inside (2) �2.14 3.1 �3.8 3.7

Bridge outside (3) �3.14 3.5 �3.8 3.6

N–N inside (4) �2.84 3.4 �3.8 3.6

N–N outside (5) �2.98 3.0 – –

Table 5. Intercalation energies and optimal distance dz for different
intercalating ions.

intercalating ions Eint [eV] dz [Å] ΔEdiff

Na �2.98 3.0 0.37

Mg �3.90 3.5

2�Mg �1.89 3.7

3�Mg �2.13 3.7

PF6 �2.61 7.1 0.86

2� PF6 �2.82 5.9

3� PF6 �2.79 5.9

BF4 �2.35 5.4

2� BF4 �2.84 5.0

3� BF4 �2.59 5.6

ClO4 �0.93 5.4

2� ClO4 �1.27 5.2

3� ClO4 �1.30 5.8
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study the CuDEPP systems.[16] All ReaxFF simulations were carried out
using the Amsterdam Modeling Suite 2018.[35]

The influence of individual structural changes such as the rotation of a
monomer unit or the distance between two polymer strands was screened
separately via single-point energy determination (about 107 structures).
The most stable structures resulting from this sampling were then used
in subsequent DFT calculations for a detailed evaluation of morphology
and electronic structure.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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